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Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Years ago as I began writing my
first book- Mind shift; I had a powerful impacting vision. I saw a fortress, like an old medieval castle
with its fortified walls that seem impenetrable. And many darts, arrows, weapons were taking aim
at this fortress, but they were just hitting the wall and deflecting back downward. I saw this fortress
as a stronghold of the enemy over regions and territories. It housed principalities and powers, it was
as a command center for demonic Generals. Protruding from this fortress was arms, it sort of
reminded me of an octopus, with its many arms extending out and downward. These arms were as
a soul tie, but more than that liken to an umbilical cord. Because this power enthroned over the
region was literally interjecting into the lives of people in the region. It was feeding them though
these connectors- umbilical cords; its lies that fortified and strengthened the mindset that was
erected in the people that reflected a certain spiritual force. Because once the soul was invaded by
the lies, the demonic Stronghold...
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Reviews
This is basically the best pdf i have read through until now. It is filled with knowledge and wisdom I am easily can get a enjoyment of studying a created
book.
-- Dr . Ca r mine Ha yes MD
Good e-book and helpful one. It can be writter in basic phrases rather than confusing. I realized this ebook from my i and dad recommended this book to
find out.
-- O z ella B a tz
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